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Dr. Bill’s Orchids, LLC Basic Culture Sheet – 

Pinguicula (Tropical) 

Temperature: Tropical Pinguicula do best in an intermediate to warm growing condition. 

Temperatures in the mid 60’s (F) up to mid 90’s (F) are generally tolerated, although normally, it 

is not recommended to have temperatures regularly higher than mid 80’s (F). In the USA, this 
are generally normal home-temperatures, so generally, if you’re comfortable, they will be 

comfortable. 

Light & Shade: Many Pinguicula can deal with partly sunny. As a general rule of thumb, more 

light will “redden” or “bronze” the plants and have smaller growths, while less light tends to 
create green plants with bigger growth. Both of these options can be perfectly healthy, but can be 

“tweaked” to match the aesthetic you’re looking for. Pinguicula can also do very well under 
artificial lights or a sunny windowsill. Plants should not touch most lamps/lights as it can cause 

burning.  

Watering: As with many carnivorous plants, usually Pinguicula will do best with distilled, rain, 

or reverse osmosis (RO) water. Tap water can contain extra dissolved salts and minerals that may 
cause it to not grow as well and/or eventually die out. (Some regions may be able to use Tap 

water, just depends on your water source quality. Personally, I use RO water). Tropical Pinguila 
can be overhead watered while in carnivorous foliage stage of Summer and Autumn. When the 

rosette changes to small succulent leaves in winter/spring, keep the soil on the slightly drier side 
and dampen them slightly and only occasionally. A hint I’ve seen a few places is that you can 

estimate how dry a species likes its winter by the size of the succulent leaves- small, tight 
rosetttes= bone dry conditions, while species with large winter leaves, enjoy winter watering to 

keep it slightly damp. Many growers will use a tray method for watering in that the plant pots 
will sit in 0.5-1 inches of water to absorb it from the bottom drainage holes during summertime 

months (and/or high heat) 

Fertilizer: Fertilizer may not be necessary if your plant is regularly catching gnats, flies, etc. 

Some sources say that you can add some fish food flakes to a few leaves once a month, but I 

personally don’t do this. If you’re fertilizing your Pinguicula, use a very dilute fertilizer solution 
once a month for those that aren’t catching lots of insects. I personally shoot for less than 80 ppm 

N during these waterings for the Pinguicula (and my Drosera too!). 

Humidity: Normally a humidity level of 40+% is recommended. During the winter, humidity 

can go down some, but still want to keep it higher- helps promote nice, pretty leaves. They will 
tolerate lower humidity levels, if the roots are kept appropriately moist. They will do well in a 

terrarium or other enclosed grow space!  

Potting: My general Pinguicula soil is approximately 1:1:1.5 ratio of sand, perlite, and peat. 

Some of the temperate species need a different ratio, but the above mix is what I use for Tropical 
Pings sold here at DBO. Tropical species doe best in well-drained containers, but can also be 

grown in shallow, undrained ceramics if you are VERY careful about watering. 
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Dormancy: Tropical Pinguicula do have a winter dormancy that is marked by the change in 

their leaves from the carnivorous type (with the sticky sap/dew) to a tighter, more succulent leaf. 

When they have these succulent leaves, adjust your watering habits as described in “Watering” 
above. Depending on your conditions, some tropical Ping’s will hardly go dormant, if at all- you 

just have to watch and see how your plant is responding.  

Side notes: 1) it is not uncommon for your plant to arrive with a dead or dying leaf/leaves. 

These plants will throw big tantrums from shipping stress, but tend to recover in a few days up to 
a week or two.  


